Abstract-In this paper, a new secret sharing scheme based on the discrete fractional random transform (DFRNT) is proposed. In order to guarantee security, secret image first is permuted by means of discrete fractional random transform and then the algorith m transform the permuted secret pixels using module mechanis m, after the scheme apply (t, n)-threshold secret image sharing model. In the decoder, the cover and secret images can be perfectly recovered. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of the Internet, transmission security has attracted more and more attention. Because the randomness and security of discrete fractional random transform (DFRNT) [1] , which is used in many applications such as data hiding, image encryption and secret sharing. Secret sharing plays an important role in information security. The secret sharing was first proposed by Shamir in 1979 [2] , which is called (t, n)-threshold prototype. In this model, the secret is separated into n different shares, if t or more than t shares are combined, the secret can be recovered. Otherwise, if t−1 or fewer shares are collected, secret information cannot be recovered. Using the (t, n)-threshold concept, Thien et al. first apply the Shamir's model for image secret sharing in 2002 [3] , secret image is hidden in a set of noise-like shadow images, when participants stack at least t shadows, the secret image is recovered. After that, many image secret sharing schemes are reported in literatures.
Recently, Lin et al. proposed reversible secret sharing schemes based on Lagrange polynomial interpolation [4] . The reversibility guaranteed that the secret image and the cover image can be accurately recovered in the decoder. Its shadows are meaningful instead of meaningless images in irreversible secret sharing [5] [6] [7] .
In this letter, we aim to develop a new secret sharing scheme based on DFRNT. In encoder, for ensuring transmission security, secret image is permuted by means of DFRNT, then we transform the permuted secret pixels using module mechanis m and calculate the informat ion data, the informat ion data and transformed secret data are shared using the (t, n)-threshold sharing scheme, meaningfu l shadows reduce much attention of hacker's attacking, our scheme ensure security and extended to mult i-image secret sharing due to the randomness of DFRNT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect ion 2 reviews the related work. Sect ion 3 extensively describes the proposed scheme. Section 4 shows experimental result. At last, conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK

A. DFRNT
DFRNT is a generalized transform derived fro m the discrete fractional Fourier transform with an intrinsic randomness. Liu et al.'s first combined image sharing scheme with DFRNT [8] , the original image S is transformed to DFRNT domain become a random image T , it not only can obtain meaningful shadows for camouflage purposes but also possesses revertible characteristics. The host image and the secret image can be recovered in the decoder. It can be used in the special occasions where the original images and secret image must be recovered.
The module processing of the cover image H and the secret image E use the same prime n in Lin et al.'s method. Firstly, the current processing pixels h of H and e of E are obtained, transforming e into a n-base sequence {e 1 To achieve the purposes of reversibility, t or more than t shadow images must be randomly selected in the decoding processing, Supposing H 1 , …, H t are t different shadow images, the processing pixels
can be computed as
The reconstructed equation set is described as 
The cover pixel h can be recovered according to h max and h min max min h h h
Lastly, the secret image E and the cover image H can are accurately recovered.
III. T HE PROPOSED MET HOD
The advantage of Li et al.'s scheme is the secret and cover images can be reconstructed during decryption. For the randomness of DFRNT, this paper proposes a new secret sharing scheme integrated reversible secret sharing into DFRNT ensured the security of transmission system.
We start from p resenting the secret sharing based on DFRNT model. Suppose the input secret images E and the cover image H, the prime n is selected by module processing, The main idea of our model is shown in Fig. 1 .
In our method, the operations of encryption are described as below.
Step1. Permute the secret image E with DFRNT. Firstly, a random real nonsingular matrix B is generated, and then the . The randomness of DFRNT guarantee our method's security, the output image seem as random noise Step2. Translate the pixels of permuted image E' into a nbase sequence { 1 2 , ...,
e e e } n .
Step3.compute minority h min and majority h max according to Eq.(4) and Eq.(5).
Step4. { 1 2 , ...,
e e e } n and h min are used to formulate a ndegree polynomial F(x) according to Eq.(6).
Step5. Generate F(k m ) using participant's key k m according to Eq. (7).
Step6. The pixel h m of the shadow image H m are co mputed according to Eq. (8) .
In the decryption stage, the cover image H and the secret image E are recovered. The corresponding operations are described as follows.
Step1 Step4. The permuted secret image E' is computed by the inverse DFRNT t ransform accord ing to Eq. (14), the secret image E are recovered..
where 1
x denotes the inverse matrix.
Step5.Co mpute h max according to Step6.Recover the cover pixel h according to h max and h min according to Eq.(13).
IV. EXPERIMENT IAL RESULT S
In our experiments, a (3, 5)-threshold revertible secret sharing model. Two 512×512 gray-level images (Zelda, peppers) are respectively selected as the cover image and the secret image as shown in Fig. 2 . Firstly, the secret image "peppers" is permuted with DFRNT as shown in Fig. 3 . Secondly, experimental results of (3, 5)-threshold reversible secret sharing are shown in Fig.4 . The secret image is hidden into the cover image, the s hadow images of our method is shown in Fig. 4(c)-(g ) . The recovered cover image and secret image is shown in Fig. 4(h)-(i) .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a reversible secret sharing scheme with DFRNT is proposed. The randomness of DFRNT ensures image secure transmission, the reversible prototype guarantees both the secret and cover images can be recovered accurately, and the shadow images are meaningful images. In addition, our scheme can be utilized to mult i-image secret sharing model. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
